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Abstract—A crucial problem in modern data science is
data-driven algorithm design, where the goal is to choose
the best algorithm, or algorithm parameters, for a specific
application domain. In practice, we often optimize over a
parametric algorithm family, searching for parameters with
high performance on a collection of typical problem instances.
While effective in practice, these procedures generally have
not come with provable guarantees. A recent line of work
initiated by a seminal paper of Gupta and Roughgarden [1]
analyzes application-specific algorithm selection from a theoret-
ical perspective. We progress this research direction in several
important settings. We provide upper and lower bounds on
regret for algorithm selection in online settings, where problems
arrive sequentially and we must choose parameters online. We
also consider differentially private algorithm selection, where
the goal is to find good parameters for a set of problems without
divulging too much sensitive information contained therein.

We analyze several important parameterized families of
algorithms, including SDP-rounding schemes for problems
formulated as integer quadratic programs as well as greedy
techniques for several canonical subset selection problems. The
cost function that measures an algorithm’s performance is often
a volatile piecewise Lipschitz function of its parameters, since
a small change to the parameters can lead to a cascade of
different decisions made by the algorithm. We present general
techniques for optimizing the sum or average of piecewise
Lipschitz functions when the underlying functions satisfy a
sufficient and general condition called dispersion. Intuitively,
a set of piecewise Lipschitz functions is dispersed if no small
region contains many of the functions’ discontinuities.

Using dispersion, we improve over the best-known online
learning regret bounds for a variety problems, prove regret
bounds for problems not previously studied, and provide
matching regret lower bounds. In the private optimization
setting, we show how to optimize performance while preserving
privacy for several important problems, providing matching
upper and lower bounds on performance loss due to privacy
preservation. Though algorithm selection is our primary moti-
vation, we believe the notion of dispersion may be of indepen-
dent interest. Therefore, we present our results for the more
general problem of optimizing piecewise Lipschitz functions.
Finally, we uncover dispersion in domains beyond algorithm
selection, namely, auction design and pricing, providing online
and privacy guarantees for these problems as well.

Keywords-disperion; algorithm design; online optimization;
differentially private optimization; piecewise Lipschitz;

I. INTRODUCTION

Data-driven algorithm design, that is, choosing the best

algorithm for a specific application, is a critical problem

in modern data science and algorithm design. Rather than

use off-the-shelf algorithms with only worst-case guaran-

tees, a practitioner will often optimize over a family of

parametrized algorithms, tuning the algorithm’s parameters

based on typical problems from his domain. Ideally, the

resulting algorithm will have high performance on future

problems, but these procedures have historically come with

no guarantees. In a seminal work, Gupta and Roughgar-

den [1] study algorithm selection in a distributional learning

setting. Modeling an application domain as a distribution

over typical problems, they show that a bound on the

intrinsic complexity of the algorithm family prescribes the

number of samples sufficient to ensure that any algorithm’s

empirical and expected performance are close.

We advance the foundations of algorithm selection in

several important directions: online and private algorithm

selection. In the online setting, problem instances arrive

one-by-one, perhaps adversarially. The goal is to select

parameters for each instance in order to minimize regret,
which is the difference between the cumulative performance

of those parameters and the optimal parameters in hindsight.

We also study private algorithm selection, where the goal is

to find high-performing parameters over a set of problems

without revealing sensitive information contained therein.

Preserving privacy is crucial when problems depend on

individuals’ medical or purchase data, for example.

We analyze several important, infinite families of param-

eterized algorithms. These include greedy techniques for

canonical subset selection problems such as the knapsack

and maximum weight independent set problems. We also

study SDP-rounding schemes for problems that can be

formulated as integer quadratic programs, such as max-

cut, max-2sat, and correlation clustering. In these cases, our

goal is to optimize, online or privately, the utility function

that measures an algorithm’s performance as a function of

its parameters, such as the value of the items added to

the knapsack by a parameterized knapsack algorithm. The
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key challenge is the volatility of this function: a small

tweak to the algorithm’s parameters can cause a cascade

of changes in the algorithm’s behavior. For example, greedy

algorithms typically build a solution by iteratively adding

items that maximize a scoring rule. Prior work has proposed

parameterizing these scoring rules and tuning the parameter

to obtain the best performance for a given application [1].

Slightly adjusting the parameter can cause the algorithm

to select items in a completely different order, potentially

causing a sharp change in the quality of the selected items.

Despite this challenge, we show that in many cases, these

utility functions are well-behaved in several respects and

thus can be optimized online and privately. Specifically,

these functions are piecewise Lipschitz and moreover, they

satisfy a condition we call dispersion. Roughly speaking,

a collection of piecewise Lipschitz functions is dispersed
if no small region of space contains discontinuities for

many of the functions. We provide general techniques for

online and private optimization of the sum or average of

dispersed piecewise Lipschitz functions. Taking advantage

of dispersion in online learning, we improve over the best-

known regret bounds for a variety problems, prove regret

bounds for problems not previously studied, and provide

matching regret lower bounds. In the privacy setting, we

show how to optimize performance while preserving privacy

for several important problems, giving matching upper and

lower bounds on performance loss due to privacy.

Though our main motivation is algorithm selection, we

expect dispersion is even more widely applicable, open-

ing up an exciting research direction. For this reason, we

present our main results more generally for optimizing

piecewise Lipschitz functions. We also uncover dispersion in

domains beyond algorithm selection, namely, auction design

and pricing, so we prove online and privacy guarantees

for these problems as well. Finally, we answer several

open questions: Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2] asked how

to optimize piecewise Lipschitz functions and Gupta and

Roughgarden [1] asked which algorithm selection problems

can be solved with no regret algorithms. As a bonus, we

also show that dispersion implies generalization guarantees

in the distributional setting. In this setting, the configuration

procedure is given an iid sample of problem instances drawn

from an unknown distribution D, and the goal is to find

the algorithm parameters with highest expected utility. By

bounding the empirical Rademacher complexity, we show

that the sample and expected utility for all algorithms in our

class are close, implying that the optimal algorithm on the

sample is approximately optimal in expectation.

A. Our contributions

In order to present our contributions, we briefly outline the

notation we will use. Let A be an infinite set of algorithms

parameterized by a set C ⊆ R
d. For example, A might be

the set of knapsack greedy algorithms that add items to the

knapsack in decreasing order of v(i)/s(i)ρ, where v(i) and

s(i) are the value and size of item i and ρ is a parameter.

Next, let Π be a set of problem instances for A, such as

knapsack problem instances, and let u : Π× C → [0, H] be

a utility function where u(x,ρ) measures the performance of

the algorithm with parameters ρ on problem instance x ∈ Π.

For example, u(x, ρ) could be the value of the items chosen

by the knapsack algorithm with parameter ρ on input x.

We now summarize our main contributions. Since our

results apply beyond application-specific algorithm selec-

tion, we describe them for the more general problem of

optimizing piecewise Lipschitz functions.
Dispersion: Let u1, . . . , uT be a set of functions map-

ping a set C ⊆ R
d to [0, H]. For example, in the application-

specific algorithm selection setting, given a collection of

problem instances x1, . . . , xT ∈ Π and a utility function

u : Π × C → [0, H], each function ui(·) might equal the

function u(xi, ·), measuring an algorithm’s performance on

a fixed problem instance as a function of its parameters.

Dispersion is a constraint on the functions u1, . . . , uT . We

assume that for each function ui, we can partition C into

sets C1, . . . , CK such that ui is L-Lipschitz on each piece,

but ui may have discontinuities at the boundaries between

pieces. In our applications, each set Ci is connected, but

our general results hold for arbitrary sets. Informally, the

functions u1, . . . , uT are (w, k)-dispersed if every Euclidean

ball of radius w contains discontinuities for at most k of

those functions (see Section II for a formal definition).

This guarantees that although each function ui may have

discontinuities, they do not concentrate in a small region

of space. Dispersion is sufficient to prove strong learning

generalization guarantees, online learning regret bounds, and

private optimization bounds when optimizing the empirical

utility 1
T

∑T
i=1 ui. In our applications, w = Tα−1 and

k = Õ(Tα) with high probability for any 1/2 ≤ α ≤ 1,

ignoring problem-specific multiplicands.
Online learning: We prove that dispersion implies

strong regret bounds in online learning, a fundamental

area of machine learning [3]. In this setting, a sequence

of functions u1, . . . , uT arrive one-by-one. At time t, the

learning algorithm chooses a parameter vector ρt and then

either observes the function ut in the full information setting

or the scalar ut(ρt) in the bandit setting. The goal is to

minimize expected regret: E[maxρ∈C
∑

ut(ρ) − ut(ρt)].
Under full information, we show that the exponentially-

weighted forecaster [3] has regret bounded by Õ(H(
√
Td+

k) + TLw). When w = 1/
√
T and k = Õ(

√
T ), this

results in Õ(
√
T (H

√
d + L)) regret. We also prove a

matching lower bound. This algorithm also preserves (ε, δ)-
differential privacy with regret bounded by Õ(H(

√
Td/ε+

k + δ) + TLw). Finally, under bandit feedback, we show

that a discretization-based algorithm achieves regret at

most Õ(H(
√

dT (3R/w)d + k) + TLw). When w =
T−1/(d+2) and k = Õ(T (d+1)/(d+2)), this gives a bound
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of Õ(T (d+1)/(d+2)(H
√

d(3R)d +L)), matching the depen-

dence on T of a lower bound by Kleinberg et al. [4] for

(globally) Lipschitz functions.

Online algorithm selection is generally not possible:

Gupta and Roughgarden [1] give an algorithm selection

problem for which no online algorithm can achieve sub-

linear regret. Therefore, additional structure is necessary to

prove guarantees, which we characterize using dispersion.
Private batch optimization: We demonstrate that it is

possible to optimize over a set of dispersed functions while

preserving differential privacy [5]. In this setting, the goal

is to find the parameter ρ that maximizes average utility on

a set S = {u1, . . . , uT } of functions ui : C → R without

divulging much information about any single function ui.

Providing privacy at the granularity of functions is suitable

when each function encodes sensitive information about

one or a small group of individuals and each individual’s

information is used to define only a small number of

functions. For example, in the case of auction design and

pricing problems, each function ui is defined by a set of

buyers’ bids or valuations for a set of items. If a single

buyer’s information is only encoded by a single function,

then we preserve her privacy by not revealing sensitive

information about any one function ui. This will be the case,

for example, if the buyers do not repeatedly return to buy

the same items day after day. This is a common assumption

in online auction design and pricing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]

because it means the buyers will not be strategic, aiming to

trick the algorithm into setting lower prices in the future.

Differential privacy requires that an algorithm is random-

ized and its output distribution is insensitive to changing

a single point in the input data. Formally, two multi-

sets S and S ′ of T functions are neighboring, denoted

S ∼ S ′, if |SΔS ′| ≤ 1. A randomized algorithm A is

(ε, δ)-differentially private if, for any neighboring multi-

sets S ∼ S ′ and set O of outcomes, Pr(A(S) ∈ O) ≤
eε Pr(A(S ′) ∈ O) + δ. In our setting, the algorithm’s input

is a set S of T functions, and the output is a point ρ ∈ C that

approximately maximizes the average of those functions.

We show that the exponential mechanism [13] outputs

ρ̂ ∈ C such that with high probability 1
T

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ̂) ≥

maxρ∈C 1
T

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ)−Õ(HT (dε +k)+Lw) while preserv-

ing (ε, 0)-differential privacy. We also give a matching lower

bound. Our private algorithms always preserve privacy, even

when dispersion does not hold.
Computational efficiency: In our settings, the functions

have additional structure that enables us to design efficient

implementations of our algorithms: for one-dimensional

problems, there is a closed-form expression for the integral

of the piecewise Lipschitz functions on each piece and

for multi-dimensional problems, the functions are piecewise

concave. We leverage tools from high-dimensional geometry

[14, 15] to efficiently implement the integration and sam-

pling steps required by our algorithms. Our algorithms have

running time linear in the number of pieces of the utility

function and polynomial in all other parameters.

B. Dispersion in algorithm selection problems

Algorithm selection.: We study algorithm selec-

tion for integer quadratic programs (IQPs) of the form

maxz∈{±1}n z�Az, where A ∈ R
n×n for some n. Many

classic NP-hard problems can be formulated as IQPs, includ-

ing max-cut [16], max-2SAT [16], and correlation clustering

[17]. Many IQP approximation algorithms are semidefinite

programming (SDP) rounding schemes; they solve the SDP

relaxation of the IQP and round the resulting vectors to

binary values. We study two families of SDP rounding

techniques: s-linear rounding [18] and outward rotation [19],

which include the Goemans-Williamson algorithm [16] as a

special case. Due to these algorithms’ inherent randomiza-

tion, finding an optimal rounding function over T problem

instances with n variables amounts to optimizing the sum of

(1/T 1−α, Õ(nTα))-dispersed functions for 1/2 ≤ α < 1.

This holds even for adversarial (non-stochastic) instances,

implying strong online learning guarantees.

We also study greedy algorithm selection for two canon-

ical subset selection problems: the knapsack and maximum

weight independent set (MWIS) problems. Greedy algo-

rithms are typically defined by a scoring rule determining

the order the algorithm adds elements to the solution set. For

example, Gupta and Roughgarden [1] introduce a parameter-

ized knapsack algorithm that adds items in decreasing order

of v(i)/s(i)ρ, where v(i) and s(i) are the value and size

of item i. Under mild conditions — roughly, that the items’

values are drawn from distributions with bounded density

functions and that each item’s size is independent from its

value — we show that the utility functions induced by T
knapsack instances with n items are (1/T 1−α, Õ(nTα))-
dispersed for any 1/2 ≤ α < 1.

Pricing problems and auction design: Market designers

use machine learning to design auctions and set prices

[20, 21]. In the online setting, at each time step there is

a set of goods for sale and a set of consumers who place

bids for those goods. The goal is to set auction parameters,

such as reserve prices, that are nearly as good as the best

fixed parameters in hindsight. Here, “best” may be defined in

terms of revenue or social welfare, for example. In the offline

setting, the algorithm receives a set of bidder valuations

sampled from an unknown distribution and aims to find

parameters that are nearly optimal in expectation (e.g.,

[22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 8, 30, 31, 32]). We analyze

multi-item, multi-bidder second price auctions with reserves,

as well as pricing problems, where the algorithm sets

prices and buyers decide what to buy based on their utility

functions. These classic mechanisms have been studied for

decades in both economics and computer science. We note

that data-driven mechanism design problems are effectively
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algorithm design problems with incentive constraints: the

input to a mechanism is the buyers’ bids or valuations, and

the output is an allocation of the goods and a description of

the payments required of the buyers. For ease of exposition,

we discuss algorithm and mechanism design separately.

C. Related work

Gupta and Roughgarden [1] and Balcan et al. [33] study

algorithm selection in the distributional learning setting,

where there is a distribution D over problem instances. A

learning algorithm receives a set S of samples from D.

Those two works provide uniform convergence guarantees,

which bound the difference between the average perfor-

mance over S of any algorithm in a class A and its expected

performance on D. It is known that regret bounds imply

generalization guarantees for various online-to-batch con-

version algorithms [34], but in this work, we also show that

dispersion can be used to explicitly provide uniform con-

vergence guarantees via Rademacher complexity. Beyond

this connection, our work is a significant departure from

these works since we give guarantees for private algorithm

selection and we give no regret algorithms, whereas Gupta

and Roughgarden [1] only study online MWIS algorithm

selection, proving their algorithm has small constant per-

round regret.

Private empirical risk minimization (ERM): The goal

of private ERM is to find the best machine learning model

parameters based on private data. Techniques include objec-

tive and output perturbation [35], stochastic gradient descent,

and the exponential mechanism [14]. These works focus on

minimizing data-dependent convex functions, so parameters

near the optimum also have high utility, which is not the

case in our settings.

Private algorithm configuration: Kusner et al. [36]

develop private Bayesian optimization techniques for tuning

algorithm parameters. Their methods implicitly assume that

the utility function is differentiable. Meanwhile, the class of

functions we consider have discontinuities between pieces,

and it is not enough to privately optimize on each piece,

since the boundaries themselves are data-dependent.

Online optimization: Prior work on online algorithm

selection focuses on significantly more restricted settings.

Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2] study single-dimensional

piecewise constant functions under a “smoothed adversary,”

where the adversary chooses a distribution per boundary

from which that boundary is drawn. Thus, the boundaries are

independent. Moreover, each distribution must have bounded

density. Gupta and Roughgarden [1] study online MWIS

greedy algorithm selection under a smoothed adversary,

where the adversary chooses a distribution per vertex from

which its weight is drawn. Thus, the vertex weights are

independent and again, each distribution must have bounded

density. In contrast, we allow for more correlations among

the elements of each problem instance. Our analysis also

applies to the substantially more general setting of opti-

mizing piecewise Lipschitz functions. We show several new

applications of our techniques in algorithm selection for SDP

rounding schemes, price setting, and auction design, none of

which were covered by prior work. Furthermore, we provide

differential privacy results and generalization guarantees.

Neither Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2] nor Gupta and

Roughgarden [1] develop a general theory of dispersion,

but we can map their analysis into our setting. In essence,

Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2], who provide the tighter

analysis, show that if the functions the algorithm sees map

from [0, 1] to [0, 1] and are (w, 1)-dispersed, then the regret

of their algorithm is bounded by O(
√

T ln(1/w)). Under

a smoothed adversary, the functions are (w, 1)-dispersed

for an appropriate choice of w. In this work, we show

that using the more general notion of (w, k)-dispersion

is essential to proving tight learning bounds for more

powerful adversaries. We provide a sequence of piecewise

constant functions u1, . . . , uT mapping [0, 1] to [0, 1] that are

(1/4,
√
T )-dispersed, which means that our regret bound is

O(
√

T log(1/w) + k) = O(
√
T ). However, these functions

are not (w, 1)-disperse for any w ≥ 2−T , so the regret

bound by Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2] is trivial, since√
T log(1/w) with w = 2−T equals T . Similarly, Weed et

al. [37] and Feng et al. [38] use a notion similar to (w, 1)-
dispersion to prove learning guarantees for the specific

problem of learning to bid, as do Rakhlin et al. [39] for

learning threshold functions under a smoothed adversary.

Our online bandit results are related to those of Klein-

berg [40] for the “continuum-armed bandit” problem. They

consider bandit problems where the set of arms is the

interval [0, 1] and each payout function is uniformly locally

Lipschitz. We relax this requirement, allowing each payout

function to be Lipschitz with a number of discontinuities.

In exchange, we require that the overall sequence of payout

functions is fairly nice, in the sense that their discontinuities

do not tightly concentrate. The follow-up work on Multi-

armed Bandits in Metric Spaces [4] considers the stochastic

bandit problem where the space of arms is an arbitrary

metric space and the mean payoff function is Lipschitz. They

introduce the zooming algorithm, which has better regret

bounds than the discretization approach of Kleinberg [40]

when either the max-min covering dimension or the (payout-

dependent) zooming dimension are smaller than the covering

dimension. In contrast, we consider optimization over R
d

under the �2 metric, where this algorithm does not give

improved regret in the worst case.

Auction design and pricing: Several works [6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11] present stylized online learning algorithms for

revenue maximization under specific auction classes. In con-

trast, our online algorithms are highly general and apply to

many optimization problems beyond auction design. Dudı́k

et al. [12] also provide online algorithms for auction design.
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They discretize each set of mechanisms they consider and

prove their algorithms have low regret over the discretized

set. When the bidders have simple valuations (unit-demand

and single-parameter) minimizing regret over the discretized

set amounts to minimizing regret over the entire mechanism

class. In contrast, we study bidders with fully general

valuations, as well as additive and unit-demand valuations.

A long line of work has studied generalization guarantees
for auction design and pricing problems (e.g., [22, 23, 24,

25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 8, 30, 41, 31, 32]). These works study the

distributional setting where there is an unknown distribution

over buyers’ values and the goal is to use samples from

this distribution to design a mechanism with high expected

revenue. Generalization guarantees bound the difference

between a mechanism’s empirical revenue over the set of

samples and expected revenue over the distribution. For

example, several of these works [25, 26, 30, 31, 32, 42, 43]

use learning theoretic tools such as pseudo-dimension and

Rademacher complexity to derive these generalization guar-

antees. In contrast, we study online and private mechanism

design, which requires a distinct set of analysis tools beyond

those used in the distributional setting.

Bubeck et al. [8] study auction design in both the online

and distributional settings when there is a single item for

sale. They take advantage of structure exhibited in this

well-studied single-item setting, such as the precise form

of the optimal single-item auction [44]. Meanwhile, our

algorithms and guarantees apply to the more general problem

of optimizing piecewise Lipschitz functions.

II. DISPERSION CONDITION

In this section we formally define (w, k)-dispersion using

the same notation as in Section I-A. Recall that Π is a set

of instances, C ⊂ R
d is a parameter space, and u is an

abstract utility function. Throughout this paper, we use the

�2 distance and let B(ρ, r) = {ρ′ ∈ R
d : ‖ρ − ρ′‖2 ≤ r}

denote a ball of radius r centered at ρ.

Definition 1. Let u1, . . . , uT : C → [0, H] be a collection of

functions where ui is piecewise Lipschitz over a partition Pi

of C. We say that Pi splits a set A if A intersects with at least

two sets in Pi (see Figure 1). The collection of functions is

(w, k)-dispersed if every ball of radius w is split by at most

k of the partitions P1, . . . ,PT . More generally, the functions

are (w, k)-dispersed at the maximizer if there exists a point

ρ∗ ∈ argmaxρ∈C
∑T

i=1 ui(ρ) such that the ball B(ρ∗, w)
is split by at most k of the partitions P1, . . . ,PT .

Given S = {x1, . . . , xT } ⊆ Π and a utility function

u : Π × C → [0, H], we equivalently say that u is (w, k)-
dispersed for S (at the maximizer) if {u(x1, ·), . . . , u(xT , ·)}
is (w, k)-dispersed (at the maximizer).

We often show that the discontinuities of a piecewise

Lipschitz function u : R → R are random variables with

κ-bounded distributions. A density function f : R → R

Figure 1: The dashed and solid lines correspond to two

partitionings of the rectangle. Each of the displayed balls

is either not split, split by one partition, or split by both.

corresponds to a κ-bounded distribution if max{f(x)} ≤ κ.1

To prove dispersion we will use the following probabilistic

lemma, showing that samples from κ-bounded distributions

do not tightly concentrate.

Lemma 1. Let B = {β1, . . . , βr} ⊂ R be a collection
of samples where each βi is drawn from a κ-bounded
distribution with density function pi. For any ζ ≥ 0, the
following statements hold with probability at least 1− ζ:

1) If the βi are independent, then every interval of width
w contains at most k = O(rwκ +

√
r log(1/ζ))

samples. In particular, for any α ≥ 1/2 we can take
w = 1/(κr1−α) and k = O(rα

√
log(1/ζ)).

2) If the samples can be partitioned into P buckets
B1, . . . ,BP such that each Bi contains independent
samples and |Bi| ≤ M , then every interval of width
w contains at most k = O(PMwκ+

√
M log(P/ζ).

In particular, for any α ≥ 1/2 we can take w =
1/(κM1−α) and k = O(PMα

√
M log(P/ζ)).

Proof sketch: If the βi are independent, the expected

number of samples in any interval of width w is at most

rκw. Since the VC-dimension of intervals is 2, it follows

that with probability at least 1−ζ, no interval contains more

than rκw +O(
√

r log(1/ζ)) samples.

The second claim follows by applying this counting

argument to each of the buckets Bi with failure probability

ζ ′ = ζ/P and taking the union bound over all buckets.

With probability at least 1 − ζ, every interval of width w
contains at most Mκw + O(

√
M log(P/ζ)) samples from

each bucket, and at most k = PMκw+O(P
√
M log(P/ζ))

samples in total from all P buckets.

Lemma 1 allows us to provide dispersion guarantees for

“smoothed adversaries” in online learning. Under this type

of adversary, the discontinuity locations for each function ui

are random variables, due to the smoothness of the adver-

sary. In our algorithm selection applications, the randomness

1For example, for all μ ∈ R, N (μ, σ) is 1
2πσ

-bounded.
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of discontinuities may be a byproduct of the randomness in

the algorithm’s inputs. For example, in the case of knapsack

algorithm configuration, the item values and sizes may be

drawn from distributions chosen by the adversary. This

induces randomness in the discontinuity locations of the

algorithm’s cost function. We can thus apply Lemma 1 to

guarantee dispersion.

We also use Lemma 1 to guarantee dispersion even when

the adversary is not smoothed. Surprisingly, we show that

dispersion holds for IQP algorithm configuration without any
assumptions on the input instances. In this case, we exploit

the fact that the algorithms are themselves randomized.

This randomness implies that the discontinuities of the

algorithm’s cost function are random variables, and thus

Lemma 1 implies dispersion.

III. ONLINE OPTIMIZATION

In this setting, a sequence of functions u1, . . . , uT arrive

one-by-one. At time t, the learning algorithm chooses a

vector ρt and then either observes the function ut(·) in

the full information setting or the value ut(ρt) in the

bandit setting. The goal is to minimize expected regret:

E[maxρ∈C
∑T

t=1(ut(ρ) − ut(ρt))]. In our applications, the

functions u1, . . . , uT are random, either due to internal

randomization in the algorithms we are configuring or from

assumptions on the adversary2. We show that the functions

are (w, k)-dispersed with probability 1−ζ over the choice of

u1, . . . , uT . The following regret bounds hold in expectation

with an additional term of HTζ bounding the effect of the

rare event where the functions are not dispersed.

Full information. The exponentially-weighted forecaster
algorithm samples the vectors ρt from the distribution

pt(ρ) ∝ exp(λ
∑t−1

s=1 us(ρ)). We prove the following regret

bound. The full proof is in the full version of the paper [46].

Theorem 1. Let u1, . . . , uT : C → [0, H] be any sequence
of piecewise L-Lipschitz functions that are (w, k)-dispersed
at the maximizer ρ∗. Suppose C ⊂ R

d is contained in a ball
of radius R and B(ρ∗, w) ⊂ C. The exponentially weighted
forecaster with λ =

√
d ln(R/w)/T/H has expected regret

bounded by O(H(
√

Td log(R/w) + k) + TLw).

For all t ∈ [T ], suppose
∑t

s=1 us is piecewise Lipschitz
over at most K pieces. When d = 1 and exp(

∑t
s=1 us) can

be integrated in constant time on each of its pieces, the run-
ning time is O(TK). When d > 1 and

∑t
s=1 us is piecewise

concave over convex pieces, we provide an efficient approxi-
mate implementation. For parameters η, ζ ∈ (0, 1) and λ =

2As we describe in Section I-C, prior research [45, 2] also makes
assumptions on the adversary. For example, Cohen-Addad and Kanade [2]
focus on adversaries that choose distributions with bounded densities from
which the discontinuities of ut are drawn. In the full version of the
paper [46], we show that their smoothness assumption implies dispersion
with high probability.

√
(d ln(R/w) + η)/T/H , this algorithm has expected re-

gret bounded by O(H(
√
Td ln(R/w) + η+k+ζT )+LTw),

and running time Õ(T (K ·poly(d, 1/η)+poly(d, L, 1/η)).

Proof sketch: Let Ut be the function
∑t−1

i=1 ui(·) and

let Wt =
∫
C exp(λUt(ρ)) dρ. We use (w, k)-dispersion to

lower bound WT+1/W1 in terms of the optimal parameter’s

total payout. Combining this with a standard upper bound on

WT+1/W1 in terms of the learner’s expected payout gives

the regret bound. To lower bound WT+1/W1, let ρ∗ be the

optimal parameter and let OPT = UT+1(ρ
∗). Also, let B∗

be the ball of radius w around ρ∗. From (w, k)-dispersion,

we know that for all ρ ∈ B∗, UT+1(ρ) ≥ OPT−Hk−LTw.

Therefore,

WT+1 =

∫
C
exp(λUT+1(ρ)) dρ ≥

∫
B∗

exp(λUT+1(ρ)) dρ

≥
∫
B∗

exp(λ(OPT−Hk − LTw))dρ

≥ Vol(B(ρ∗, w)) exp(λ(OPT−Hk − LTw)).

Moreover, W1 =
∫
C exp(λU1(ρ)) dρ ≤ Vol(B(0, R)).

Therefore,

WT+1

W1
≥ Vol(B(ρ∗, w))

Vol(B(0, R))
exp(λ(OPT−Hk − LTw)).

The volume ratio is equal to (w/R)d, since the volume of

a ball of radius r in R
d is proportional to rd. Therefore,

WT+1/W1 ≥ (w/R)
d
exp(λ(OPT − Hk − LTw)). Com-

bining the upper and lower bounds on
WT+1

W1
gives the result.

Our efficient algorithm (see the full version [46]) approx-

imately samples from pt. Let C1, . . . , CK be the partition

of C over which
∑

ut(·) is piecewise concave. Our algo-

rithm picks CI with probability approximately proportional

to
∫
CI pt [15] and outputs a sample from the conditional

distribution of pt on CI [14]. Crucially, we prove that the

algorithm’s output distribution is close to pt, so every event

concerning the outcome of the approximate algorithm occurs

with about the same probability as it does under pt.
The requirement that B(ρ∗, w) ⊂ C is for conve-

nience. In the full version of the paper [46], we show

how to transform the problem to satisfy this. Setting

λ =
√

d/T/H , which does not require knowledge of

w, has regret O(H(
√
Td log(R/w) + k) + TLw). Un-

der alternative settings of λ, we show that our algo-

rithms are (ε, δ)-differentially private with regret bounds of

Õ(H
√
T/ε+Hk+LTw) in the single-dimensional setting

and Õ(H
√
Td/ε+H(k+ δ) +LTw) in the d-dimensional

setting (see the full version of the paper [46]).

Next, we prove a matching lower bound. The full proof

is in the full version of the paper [46].

Theorem 2. Suppose T ≥ 2d log(4d). For any algorithm,
there are piecewise constant functions u1, . . . , uT mapping
[0, 1]d to {0, 1} such that if D = {(w, k) : {u1, . . . , uT } is
(w, k)-dispersed at the maximizer}, then E[

∑T
t=1 ut(ρt) −
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ut(ρ
∗)] = Ω(inf(w,k)∈D{

√
Td log(1/w)+k}), where ρ∗ ∈

argmaxρ∈C
∑T

t=1 ut(ρ).

Proof sketch: For each dimension, the adversary plays

a sequence of axis-aligned halfspaces with thresholds that

divide the set of optimal parameters in two. The adversary

plays each halfspace Θ( T
d log d ) times, randomly switching

which side of the halfspace has a positive label, thus forcing

regret of at least Ω(
√
Td log(d)). Since the adversary repeat-

edly divides the set of optimal parameters in two, the result-

ing set of optimal parameters is contained in an axis-aligned

cube of side length Θ(1/d). The adversary then plays
√
T

copies of the indicator function of a ball of radius (2d)−T

at the center of this cube. This ensures the functions are

not (w, 0)-dispersed at the maximizer for any w ≥ (2d)−T ,

and thus prior regret analyses [2] give a trivial bound of T .

However, the functions are (Θ(1/d),
√
T )-dispersed, so the

regret is Ω(inf(w,k)∈D{
√
Td log(1/w) + k}).

Bandit feedback. We now study online optimization under

bandit feedback.

Theorem 3. Let u1, . . . , uT : C → [0, H] be any sequence
of piecewise L-Lipschitz functions that are (w, k)-dispersed
at the maximizer ρ∗. Moreover, suppose that C ⊂ R

d is
contained in a ball of radius R and that B(ρ∗, w) ⊂ C.
There is a bandit-feedback online optimization algorithm
with regret O(H

√
Td(3R/w)d log(R/w) + TLw + Hk).

The per-round running time is O((3R/w)d).

Proof: Let ρ1, . . . , ρM be a w-net for C. The main

insight is that (w, k)-dispersion implies that the difference

in utility between the best point in hindsight from the net

and the best point in hindsight from C is at most Hk+TLw.

Therefore, we only need to compete with the best point in the

net. We use the Exp3 algorithm [47] to choose parameters

ρ̂1, . . . , ρ̂T by playing the bandit with M arms, where on

round t arm i has payout ut(ρi). The expected regret of

Exp3 is Õ(H
√
TM logM) relative to our net. In the full

version of the paper [46], we show M ≤ (3R/w)d, so the

overall regret is Õ(H
√

Td(3R/w)d log(R/w)+TLw+Hk)
with respect to C.

If w = T
d+1
d+2−1 = 1

T 1/(d+2) and k = Õ(T
d+1
d+2 ), Theorem 3

gives the optimal exponent on T . Specifically, the regret is

Õ
(
T (d+1)/(d+2)(H

√
d(3R)d + L)

)
, and no algorithm can

have regret O(T γ) for γ < (d+ 1)/(d+ 2) for the special

case of (globally) Lispchitz functions [4].

IV. DIFFERENTIALLY PRIVATE OPTIMIZATION

We show that the exponential mechanism, which is (ε, 0)-
differentially private, has high utility when optimizing the

mean of dispersed functions. In this setting, the algorithm

is given a collection of functions u1, . . . , uT : C → [0, H],
each of which depends on some sensitive information. In

cases where each function ui encodes sensitive information

about one or a small group of individuals and each indi-

vidual is present in a small number of functions, we can

give meaningful privacy guarantees by providing differential

privacy for each function in the collection. We say that two

sets of T functions are neighboring if they differ on at

most one function. Recall that the exponential mechanism

outputs a sample from the distribution with density propor-

tional to f ε
exp(ρ) = exp

(
ε

2ΔT

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ)

)
, where Δ is the

sensitivity of the average utility. Since the functions ui are

bounded, the sensitivity of 1
T

∑T
i=1 ui satisfies Δ ≤ H/T .

The following theorem states our utility guarantee. The full

proof is in the full version of the paper [46].

Theorem 4. Let u1, . . . , uT : C → [0, H] be piecewise
L-Lipschitz and (w, k)-dispersed at the maximizer ρ∗, and
suppose that C ⊂ R

d is convex, contained in a ball of radius
R, and B(ρ∗, w) ⊂ C. For any ε > 0, with probability
at least 1 − ζ, the output ρ̂ of the exponential mechanism
satisfies 1

T

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ̂) ≥ 1

T

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ

∗)−O( H
Tε (d log

R
w+

log 1
ζ ) + Lw + Hk

T ).
When d = 1, this algorithm is efficient, provided f ε

exp

can be efficiently integrated on each piece of
∑

i ui. For
d > 1 we also provide an efficient approximate sampling
algorithm when

∑
i ui is piecewise concave defined on K

convex pieces. This algorithm preserves (ε, δ)-differential
privacy for ε > 0, δ > 0 with the same utility guarantee
(with ζ = δ). The running time of this algorithm is
Õ(K · poly(d, 1/ε) + poly(d, L, 1/ε)).

Proof sketch: The exponential mechanism can fail

to output a good parameter if there are drastically more

bad parameters than good. The key insight is that due to

dispersion, the set of good parameters is not too small.

In particular, we know that every ρ ∈ B(ρ∗, w) has
1
T

∑
i ui(ρ) ≥ 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ

∗) − Hk
T − Lw because at most

k of the functions ui for have discontinuities in B(ρ∗, w)
and the rest are L-Lipschitz.

In a bit more detail, for a constant c fixed later on,

the probability that a sample from μexp lands in E =
{ρ : 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ) ≤ c} is F/Z, where F =

∫
E
fexp and

Z =
∫
C fexp. We know that F ≤ exp

(
Tεc
2H

)
Vol(E) ≤

exp
(
Tεc
2H

)
Vol

(
B(0, R)

)
, where the second inequality fol-

lows from the fact that a ball of radius R contains the

entire space C. To lower bound Z, we use the fact that

at most k of the functions u1, . . . , uT have discontinu-

ities in the ball B(ρ∗, w) and the rest of the functions

are L-Lipschitz. It follows that for any ρ ∈ B(ρ∗, w),
we have 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ) ≥ 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ

∗) − Hk
|S| − Lw. This

is because each of the k functions with boundaries can

affect the average utility by at most H/|T | and otherwise
1
T

∑
i ui(·) is L-Lipschitz. Since B(ρ∗, w) ⊂ C, this gives

Z ≥ exp
(
Tε
2H ( 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ

∗))− Hk
T − Lw)

)
Vol

(
B(ρ∗, w)

)
.

Putting the bounds together, we have that F/Z ≤
exp

(
Tε
2H (c− 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ

∗) + Hk
T + Lw

) · Vol(B(0,R))
Vol(B(ρ∗,w)) . The
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volume ratio is equal to (R/w)d, since the volume of a ball

of radius r in R
d is proportional to rd. Setting this bound

to ζ and solving for c gives the result.

Our efficient implementation (see the full version [46])

relies on the same tools as our approximate implementation

of the exponentially weighted forecaster. The main step is

proving the distribution of ρ̂ is close to the distribution with

density fexp.

In the full version of the paper [46], we give also give a

discretization-based computationally inefficient algorithm in

d dimensions that satisfies (ε, 0)-differential privacy.

We can tune the value of w to make the dependence on

L logarithmic: if T ≥ 2Hd
wεL , then with probability 1 − ζ,

1
T

∑
i ui(ρ̂) ≥ 1

T

∑
i ui(ρ

∗) − O
(
Hd
Tε log LεRT

Hd + Hk
T +

H log(1/ζ)
Tε

)
(see the full version of the paper [46].).

Finally, we provide a matching lower bound. See the full

version of the paper [46] for the full proofs when d = 1
and d ≥ 2. In those theorems, we generalize Theorem 5

to obtain lower bounds that hold with probability 1− ζ for

any ζ. When d = 1, the worst-case functions correspond to

MWIS instances.

Theorem 5. Suppose either d = 1 and ε > 0, or
d ≥ 2 and 0 < ε ≤ 3d−4

5 . For any ε-differentially
private algorithm A and any T ≥ 2, there is a multi-set
S = {u1, . . . , uT } of piecewise constant functions mapping
{ρ ∈ R

d : ‖ρ‖2 ≤ 2
√
d} to [0, 1] such that if D = {(w, k) :

S is (w, k)-dispersed at the maximizer}, then with proba-
bility at least 9

10 , 1
T

∑T
i=1 ui (ρ̂) ≤ maxρ

1
T

∑T
i=1 ui(ρ) −

Ω
(
inf(w,k)∈D

{
d
Tε log

R
w + k

T

})
, where R = 2

√
d.

Proof sketch: We construct t ≥ 24d/5 multi-sets

S1, . . . ,St, each with T piecewise constant functions. For

every pair Si and Sj , |SiΔSj | is small but the set ISi
of

parameters maximizing
∑

u∈Si
u(ρ) is disjoint from ISj .

Therefore, for every pair Si and Sj , the distributions A(Si)
and A(Sj) are similar, and since IS1

, . . . , ISt
are disjoint,

this means that for some Si, with probability 9
10 , the output

of A(Si) �∈ ISi
. The key challenge is constructing the sets

Si so that the suboptimality of any point not in ISi
is

d
Tε log

R
w + k

T , where w and k are dispersion parameters

for Si. We construct Si so that this suboptimality is Θ( d
Tε ),

which gives the desired result if w = Θ(R) and k = Θ(dε ).
To achieve these conditions, we carefully fill each Si with

indicator functions of balls centered on a selection of vertices

from the d-dimensional hypercube.

V. DISPERSION IN APPLICATION-SPECIFIC ALGORITHM

SELECTION

We now analyze dispersion for a range of algorithm

configuration problems. In the private setting, the algorithm

receives samples S ∼ DT , where D is an arbitrary distri-

bution over problem instances Π. The goal is to privately

find a value ρ̂ that nearly maximizes
∑

x∈S u(x,ρ). In our

applications, prior work [30, 1, 33] shows that ρ̂ nearly

maximizes Ex∼D[u(x,ρ)]. In the online setting, the goal

is to find a value ρ that is nearly optimal in hindsight over

a stream x1, . . . , xT of instances, or equivalently, over a

stream u1 = u(x1, ·), . . . , uT = u(xT , ·) of functions. Each

xt is drawn from a distribution D(t), which may be adversar-

ial. Thus in both settings, {x1, . . . , xT } ∼ D(1)×· · ·×D(T ),

but in the private setting, D(1) = · · · = D(T ).

Greedy algorithms. We study greedy algorithm configu-

ration for two important problems: the maximum weight

independent set (MWIS) and knapsack problems. In MWIS,

there is a graph and a weight w(v) ∈ R≥0 for each vertex

v. The goal is to find a set of non-adjacent vertices with

maximum weight. The classic greedy algorithm repeatedly

adds a vertex v which maximizes w(v)/(1 + deg(v)) to

the independent set and deletes v and its neighbors from

the graph. Gupta and Roughgarden [1] propose the greedy

heuristic w(v)/(1 + deg(v))ρ where ρ ∈ C = [0, B] for

some B ∈ R. When ρ = 1, the approximation ratio is 1/D,

where D is the graph’s maximum degree [48]. We represent

a graph as a tuple (w, e) ∈ R
n × {0, 1}(n2), ordering the

vertices v1, . . . , vn in a fixed but arbitrary way. The function

u(w, e, ·) maps a parameter ρ to the weight of the vertices

in the set returned by the algorithm parameterized by ρ.

Theorem 6. Suppose all vertex weights are in (0, 1] and
for each D(i), every pair of vertex weights has a κ-bounded
joint distribution. For any w and e, u(w, e, ·) is piecewise
0-Lipschitz and for any α ≥ 1/2, with probability 1 − ζ

over S ∼×T

i=1
D(i), u is ( 1

T 1−ακ lnn , O(n4Tα
√
ln(n/ζ)))-

dispersed with respect to S.

Proof sketch: The utility u(w(t), e(t), ρ) has a dis-

continuity when the ordering of two vertices under the

greedy score swaps. Thus, the discontinuities have the form

(ln(w
(t)
i ) − ln(w

(t)
j ))/(ln(d1) − ln(d2)) for all t ∈ [T ]

and i, j, d1, d2 ∈ [n], where w
(t)
j is the weight of the jth

vertex of (w(t), e(t)) [45]. We show that when pairs of

vertex weights have κ-bounded joint distributions, then the

discontinuities each have (κ lnn)-bounded distributions. Let

Bi,j,d1,d2
be the set of discontinuities contributed by vertices

i and j with degrees d1 and d2 across all instances in S.

The buckets Bi,j,d1,d2 partition the discontinuities into n4

sets of independent random variables. Therefore, applying

Lemma 1 with P = n4 and M = T proves the claim.

In the full version of the paper [46], we prove Theorem 6

and demonstrate that it implies strong optimization guaran-

tees. The analysis for the knapsack problem is similar (see

the full version of the paper [46]).

Integer quadratic programming (IQP) algorithms. We

now apply our dispersion analysis to two popular IQP

approximation algorithms: s-linear [18] and outward rota-

tion rounding algorithms [19]. The goal is to maximize

a function
∑

i,j∈[n] aijzizj over z ∈ {±1}n, where the
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matrix A = (aij) has non-negative diagonal entries. Both

algorithms are generalizations of the Goemans-Williamson

(GW) max-cut algorithm [16]. They first solve the SDP

relaxation
∑

i,j∈[n] aij〈ui,uj〉 subject to the constraint that

‖ui‖ = 1 for i ∈ [n] and then round the vectors ui

to {±1}. Under s-linear rounding, the algorithm samples

a standard Gaussian Z ∼ Nn and sets zi = 1 with

probability 1/2 + φs(〈ui,Z〉)/2 and −1 otherwise, where

φs(y) = −�y<−s + y
s · �−s≤y≤s + �y>s and s is a

parameter. The outward rotation algorithm first maps each

ui to u′i ∈ R
2n by u′i = [cos(γ)ui ; sin(γ)ei] and sets

zi = sgn(〈u′i,Z〉), where ei is the ith standard basis vector,

Z ∈ R
2n is a standard Gaussian, and γ ∈ [0, π/2] is a

parameter. Feige and Langberg [18] and Zwick [19] prove

that these rounding functions provide a better worst-case

approximation ratio on graphs with “light” max-cuts, where

the max-cut does not constitute a large fraction of the edges.

Our utility u maps the algorithm parameter (either s or

γ) to the objective value obtained. We exploit the ran-

domness of these algorithms to guarantee dispersion. To

facilitate this analysis, we imagine that the Gaussians Z
are sampled ahead of time and included as part of the

problem instance. For s-linear rounding, we write the utility

as uslin(A,Z, s) =
∑n

i=1 a
2
i+

∑
i 	=j aijφs(vi)φs(vj), where

vi = 〈ui,Z〉. For outward rotations, uowr(A,Z, γ) =∑
i,j aij sgn(v

′
i) sgn(v

′
j), where v′i = 〈u′i,Z〉.

First, we prove a dispersion guarantee for uowr. The full

proof is in the full version [46], where we also demonstrate

the theorem’s implications for our optimization settings.

Theorem 7. For any matrix A and vector Z, uowr(A,Z, ·)
is piecewise 0-Lipschitz. With probability 1 − ζ over
Z(1), . . . ,Z(T ) ∼ N2n, for any A(1), . . . , A(T ) ∈ R

n×n

and any α ≥ 1/2, uowr is (Tα−1, O(nTα
√
log(n/ζ)))-

dispersed with respect to S = {(A(t),Z(t))}Tt=1.

Proof sketch: The discontinuities of uowr(A,Z, γ)
occur whenever 〈u′i,Z〉 shifts from positive to negative

for some i ∈ [n]. Between discontinuities, the function

is constant. By definition of u′i, this happens when γ =
tan−1(−〈ui,Z[1, . . . , n]〉/Z[n + i]), which comes from a

1/π-bounded distribution. The next challenge is that the dis-

continuities are not independent: the n discontinuities from

instance t depend on the same vector Z(t). To overcome

this, we let Bi denote the set of discontinuities contributed

by vector ui across all instances. The buckets Bi partition

the set of discontinuities into P = n sets, each containing

at most T discontinuities. We then apply Lemma 1 with P
and M = T to prove the claim.

Next, we prove the following guarantee for uslin. The full

proof is in the full version [46], where we also demonstrate

the theorem’s implications for our optimization settings.

Theorem 8. With probability 1− ζ over Z(1), . . . ,Z(T ) ∼
Nn, for any matrices A(1), . . . , A(T ) and any α ≥ 1/2, the

function 1
T

∑T
i=1 uslin(Z

(i), A(i), ·) is piecewise L-Lipschitz
with L = Õ(MT 3n5/ζ3), where M = max |a(t)ij |, and
uslin is (Tα−1, O(nTα

√
log(n/ζ)))-dispersed with respect

to S = {(A(t),Z(t))}Tt=1.

Proof sketch: We show that over the randomness of

Z(1), . . . ,Z(T ), uslin is (w, k)-dispersed. By definition of

φs, the discontinuities of uslin(A
(t),Z(t), ·) have the form

s = |〈u(t)
i ,Z(t)〉|, where u

(t)
i is the ith vector in the

solution to SDP-relaxation of A(t). These random variables

have density bounded by
√

2/π. Let Bi be the set of

discontinuities contributed by u
(1)
i , . . . ,u

(T )
i . The points

within each Bi are independent. We apply Lemma 1 with

P = n and M = T and arrive at our dispersion guarantee.

Proving that the piecewise portions of uslin are Lipschitz is

complicated by the fact that they are quadratic in 1/s, so the

slope may go to ±∞ as s goes to 0. However, if s is smaller

than the smallest boundary s0,
∑T

i=1 uslin(Z
(i), A(i), ·) is

constant because φs deterministically maps the variables to

−1 or 1, as in the GW algorithm. We prove that s0 is not

too small using anti-concentration bounds.

VI. DISPERSION IN PRICING PROBLEMS AND AUCTION

DESIGN

In this section, we study n-bidder, m-item posted price

mechanisms and second price auctions. We denote all n buy-

ers’ valuations for all 2m bundles b1, . . . , b2m ⊆ [m] by v =
(v1(b1), . . . , v1(b2m), . . . , vn(b1), . . . , vn(b2m)). We study

buyers with additive valuations
(
vj(b) =

∑
i∈b vj({i})

)
and

unit-demand valuations (vj(b) = maxi∈b vj({i})). We also

study buyers with general valuations, where there is no

assumption on vj beyond the fact that it is nonnegative,

monotone, and vj(∅) = 0.

Posted price mechanisms are defined by m prices

ρ1, . . . , ρm and a fixed ordering over the buyers. In order,

each buyer has the option of buying her utility-maximizing

bundle among the remaining items. In other words, suppose

it is buyer j’s turn in the ordering and let I be the set of items

that buyers before her in the ordering did not buy. Then she

will buy the bundle b ⊆ I that maximizes vj(b)−
∑

i∈b ρi.
Second price item auctions with anonymous reserve prices

are defined by m reserve prices ρ1, . . . , ρm. The bidders

submit bids for each of the items. For each item i, the highest

bidder wins the item if her bid is above ρi and she pays

the maximum of the second highest bid for item i and ρi.
These auctions are only strategy proof for additive bidders,

which means that buyers have no incentive to misreport their

values. Therefore, we restrict our attention to this setting and

assume the bids equal the values.

In this setting, Π is a set of valuation vectors v and as in

Section V, each D(t) is a distribution over Π. The following

results hold whenever the utility function corresponds to

revenue (the sum of the payments) or social surplus (the
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sum of the buyers’ values for their allocations). The full

proof is in the full version of the paper [46].

Theorem 9. Suppose that u(v,ρ) is the social welfare
(respectively, revenue) of the posted price mechanism with
prices ρ and buyers’ values v. In this case, L = 0 (respec-
tively, L = 1). For any α ≥ 1/2, the following are each true
with probability at least 1− ζ over S ∼ D(1) × · · · ×D(T ).

1) Suppose the buyers have additive valuations
and for each D(t), the item values have κ-
bounded marginal distributions. Then u is
(1/(κT 1−α), O(nmTα

√
ln((nm)/ζ)))-dispersed

with respect to S.
2) Suppose the buyers are unit-demand with vj({i}) ∈

[0,W ]. Also, suppose that for each D(t), each bidder
j, and every pair of items i and i′, vj({i}) and
vj({i′}) have a κ-bounded joint distribution. Then
u is (O(1/(WκT 1−α)), O(nm2Tα

√
ln((nm)/ζ)))-

dispersed with respect to S.
3) Suppose the buyers have general valuations in

[0,W ]. Also, suppose that for each D(t), each bidder
j, and every pair of bundles b and b′, vj(b) and
vj(b

′) have a κ-bounded joint distribution. Then
u is (1/(WκT 1−α), O(n22mTα

√
ln((n2m)/ζ)))-

dispersed with respect to S.

Proof sketch: We sketch the proof for additive buyers.

Given a valuation vector v, let Pv be the partition of C over

which u(v, ·) is Lipschitz. We prove that the boundaries of

Pv correspond to a set of hyperplanes. Since the buyers

are additive, these hyperplanes are axis-aligned: buyer j
will be willing to buy item i at a price ρi if and only if

vj({i}) ≥ ρi. Next, consider a set S =
{
v(1), . . . ,v(T )

}
of buyers’ valuations and the hyperplanes corresponding to

each partition Pv(i) . The key insight is that these hyperplanes

can be partitioned into P = nm buckets consisting of

parallel hyperplanes with offsets independently drawn from

κ-bounded distributions. For additive buyers, these sets of

hyperplanes have the form {v(1)j ({i}) = ρi, . . . , v
(T )
j ({i}) =

ρi} for every item i and every bidder j. Using Lemma 1,

we show that within each bucket, the offsets are (w, k)-
dispersed, for w = O(1/(κT 1−α)) and k = Õ(nmTα).
Since the hyperplanes within each set are parallel, and since

their offsets are dispersed, for any ball B of radius w in C,

at most k hyperplanes from each set intersect B. By a union

bound, this implies that the u is (w, nmk)-dispersed with

respect to S .

We use a similar technique to analyze second-price item

auctions. The full proof is in the full version [46], where we

also show that Theorem 9 and the following theorem imply

strong optimization guarantees in our settings.

Theorem 10. Suppose that u(v,ρ) is the social welfare
(respectively, revenue) of the second-price auction with
reserves ρ and bids v. In this case, L = 0 (respectively,

L = 1). Also, for each D(t) and each item i, suppose the
distribution over maxj∈[n] vj({i}) is κ-bounded. For any
α ≥ 1/2, with probability 1 − ζ over S ∼ ×T

t=1
D(t),

u is (O(1/(κT 1−α)), O(mTα
√
ln(m/ζ)))-dispersed with

respect to S .

VII. GENERALIZATION GUARANTEES FOR

DISTRIBUTIONAL LEARNING

It is known that regret bounds imply generalization

guarantees for various online-to-batch conversion algo-

rithms [34], but we also show that dispersion can be used

to explicitly provide uniform convergence guarantees, which

bound the difference between any function’s average value

on a set of samples drawn from a distribution and its

expected value. Our primary tool is empirical Rademacher
complexity [49, 50], which is defined as follows. Let F =
{fρ : Π → [0, 1] : ρ ∈ C}, where C ⊂ R

d is a parameter

space and let S = {x1, . . . , xT } ⊆ Π. (We use this notation

for the sake of generality beyond algorithm selection, but

mapping to the notation from Section I-A, fρ(x) = u(x,ρ).)
The empirical Rademacher complexity of F with respect to

S is defined as R̂(F ,S) = Eσ

[
supf∈F

1
T

∑T
i=1 σif(xi)

]
,

where σi ∼ U({−1, 1}). Classic results from learning

theory [49, 50] guarantee that for any distribution D over Π,

with probability 1−ζ over S = {x1, . . . , xT } ∼ DT , for all

fρ ∈ F ,
∣∣ 1
T

∑T
i=1 fρ(xi) − Ex∼D[fρ(x)]

∣∣ = O(R̂(F ,S) +√
log(1/ζ)/T ). Our bounds depend on the the dispersion

parameters of functions belonging to the dual class G. That

is, let G = {ux : C → R : x ∈ Π} be the set of functions

ux(ρ) = fρ(x) where x is fixed and ρ varies. We bound

R̂(F ,S) in terms of the dispersion parameters satisfied by

ux1 , . . . , uxT
∈ G. Moreover, even if these functions are

not well dispersed, we can always upper bound R̂(F ,S) in

terms of the pseudo-dimension of F , denoted by Pdim(F)
(we review the definition in Appendix in the full version of

the paper [46]). The full proof is in the full version [46].

Theorem 11. Let F = {fρ : Π → [0, 1] : ρ ∈ C}
be parameterized by C ⊂ R

d, where C lies in a ball
of radius R. For any set S = {x1, . . . , xT }, suppose
the functions uxi

(ρ) = fρ(xi) for i ∈ [T ] are piece-
wise L-Lipschitz and (w, k)-dispersed. Then R̂(F ,S) ≤
O(min{√d log(R/w)/T + Lw + k/T,

√
Pdim(F)/T}).

Proof sketch: The key idea is that when the functions

ux1 , . . . , uxT
are (w, k)-dispersed, any pair of parameters

ρ and ρ′ with ‖ρ− ρ′‖2 ≤ w satisfy |fρ(xi)− fρ′(xi)| =
|uxi

(ρ)−uxi
(ρ′)| ≤ Lw for all but at most k of the elements

in S. Therefore, we can approximate the functions in F
on the set S with a finite subset F̂w = {fρ̂ : ρ̂ ∈ Ĉw},
where Ĉw is a w-net for C. Since F̂w is finite, its empirical

Rademacher complexity is O((log |F̂w|/T )1/2). We then

argue that the empirical Rademacher complexity of F is

not much larger, since all functions in F are approximated

by some function in F̂w.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

We study online and private optimization for application-

specific algorithm selection. We introduce a general condi-

tion, dispersion, that allows us to provide strong guarantees

for both of these settings. As we demonstrate, many prob-

lems in algorithm and auction design reduce to optimizing

dispersed functions. In this way, we connect learning theory,

differential privacy, online learning, bandits, high dimen-

sional sampling, computational economics, and algorithm

design. Our main motivation is algorithm selection, but

we expect that dispersion is even more widely applicable,

opening up an exciting research direction.
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